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This round-table session involved discussion of the emerging trends in international law from the 

perspective of various divisions of Global Affairs Canada. Rebecca Netley, commenced the 

session by stating that her division provides legal advice focused on the international law aspect 

of transnational crime, cyber corruption, border issues. They also provide advice on diplomatic 

law; they also provide authentication services for Canadians from foreign jurisdictions. Next, 

there was Roland Legault, who stated that his division covered two broad groups, the UN human 

rights humanitarian law group as well as the economic law section for advice on economic 

sanctions. Stephen Randall, then stated that the role of his division was to advise on international 

treaty law both legally binding and non-legal binding and ensuring that treaties are ratified in 

Canada. He stated that it is a growing area as more and more instruments are being agreed to 

among various states. Alain Tellier, then highlighted that his division addressed the 

environmental and marine law aspect and issues relating to bilateral management of transborder 

resources on behalf of Global Affairs Canada.  
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In Husain’s view, the international lawyers in the foreign ministry are at the forefront of law 

creation on the operation of various legal mechanisms in international law. He highlighted that 

there were a high number of new international agreements following WWII in order to prevent 

the re-occurrence of such disagreement globally, but this seems to be coming to an end as more 

and more states question the existing international legal order and some commentators are 

calling for the demolition of this order and start anew. He then asked the panelists if they 

believed the current order was fit for purpose.  

Legault responded to this by stating that the outcome of such demolition may be undesirable. 

According to him, it is easy to say the Security Council is ineffective, considering its success in 

dealing with issues in Syria and Myanmar. There has been new sanctioning of the use of force 

from the Security Council since 2011.There were also a few new sanctions such as the one 

against Mali in 2017, South-Sudan in 2015, Yemen in 2014 and the Central African Republic in 

2014. Legault does not believe these are the only situations in the world that have constituted a 

genuine threat to international security, thus it does appear that the Security Council has not been 

able to address all existing international crisis. Despite this situation, he does not believe the 

current conditions present the opportunity to create a new world order that will be more effective 

than the existing one and any attempt to create a new world order today may produce undesirable 

results for many countries including Canada. He used the example of how states have exercised 

their veto power and the difficulty of carrying of veto reform alone over many years to buttress 

this point.  

In Netley’s view, the existing order needed to be demolished as there are still useful elements of 

the current regime. She believed that while there were avenues for incremental change and 

enhancement, a complete demolition will be unnecessary. She stated that the existing 

conventions on drug enforcement have as their goal the protection of the health and welfare of 

people in UN states and they oblige states to limit the use of drugs to medical and scientific 

purposes. Canada’s framework also shared similar objectives. As the non-medical use of 

cannabis is permitted in Canada, its legal framework is in breach of certain regulations in the 

existing UN framework but overall there is still an alignment with the fundamental goals and 

objectives underpinning these agreements.  While a treaty amendment is worth considering, a 

withdrawal will be tantamount to throwing the baby out with the bathwater and restrict access to 

controlled drugs in the future as well. She suggests using inter se agreements which is an 

approach provided for in Article 41 of the Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties. 

Randall then stated that did not believe it was time for a makeover of the VCLT. Rather, he 

believed it is more of a treaty in midlife that needs to be re-discovered.  Husain remarked about 

how there appeared to be no instruments or customary international law addressing 

Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs). Randall replied that this is generally intentional as 

MOUs are instruments of great flexibility and designed to be relatively non-legal instruments. 

Legault highlighted that MOUs are subjectively defined based on the party describing it, alluding 

to the different perspectives on how biding or otherwise MOUs are perceived to be, he termed it 

the ultimate “humpty dumpty of international law” whose wordings are not specifically governed 

by international law.  

Husain asked Allain whether compliance had become an insignificant expression in international 

law. Allain disagreed, stating that it remains a fundamental principle of the rule of law. He was 

however of the view that in the environmental world the concept of compliance is not one size 
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fits all. There are a number of questions to be considered regarding the adjustment of scale for 

instance, and there are different consequences flowing from the different approaches. He also 

highlighted that states have different views on what may trigger a non-compliance process as 

well making the concept even more intricate. 

Husain then asked Netley about the significance and flexibility of the Vienna Convention on 

Diplomatic Relations (VCDR 1961) in modern times. She stated that this is one of the biggest 

issues Canada is dealing with currently with the concept of residual immunity and how countries 

deal with former diplomats of Canada. She highlighted the definitional challenge of what a 

family is regarding the treaty for diplomats in same-sex marriages, with the VLDR and the 

VCLT appearing to have no express definition of what a family is and its historical operation 

appearing to recognize heterosexual families better in their wordings. Canada advocated for the 

protection of same-sex common-law diplomats on a reciprocal basis. Canada is currently forced 

to not send diplomats in same-sex marriages to countries which refuse to protect the family 

members of such marriages as the risk will be borne by Canada and it was not one Canada was 

comfortable taking. Husain remarked that the issue with attempting to renegotiate the wordings 

of the VCLT with regards to the definition of a family ran the risk of sparking debates over more 

issues than will originally have been intended.  

Finally, Randall addressed how Brexit fitted into a discussion of changing the existing 

international law order. He stated that the one thing about Brexit is there are a lot of rules to 

getting in but the rules for exiting are inadequate leading to it being made up on the go leading to 

uncertainty as to how exactly the exit will take place. This uncertainty leads to nations having to 

deal with it in two tracks of a hard or a soft Brexit. However, he assured that Canada has made 

arrangements to deal with the outcomes of both forms of exit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


